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Executive Summary 

A. Summary
Statistical data analysis techniques are a crucial part of

operational test and evaluation. Operational testing is a critical 
part of the Department of Defense’s acquisition program. 
Operational testing provides a realistic representation of 
scenarios in which systems will be used. Objective analysis of 
data generated from these tests is crucial for providing the 
warfighter with accurate information on the capabilities and 
limitations of these systems prior to their use in combat. 
Statistical approaches can ensure that the proper amount of 
data is collected and that the results from analysis are accurate 
and complete.  

B. Experimental Design
Design of experiments (DOE) helps address many key

questions when it comes to planning operational tests. 
Questions of how much data are required and what specific 
scenarios should be tested are critical when test resources are 
limited.  

The Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) provides excellent 
examples of the benefits of DOE. The Mission Data File Scan 
Schedule defines the approach by which the JSF scans the 
battlefield for different types of emitters, some of which may 
represent threat radars. Optimizing this scan schedule requires 
maximizing the timeliness and accuracy of emitter detections 
while minimizing the incidence of non-detections. This is a 
many-dimensional problem that DOE is well-suited to address. 
Robust parameter design and optimal designs allow for an 
efficient test that maximizes coverage of the range of potential 
scan schedule settings while accurately estimating 
performance.  

The JSF Initial Operational Test & Evaluation Combat 
Air Support test plan is an example of how optimal designs can 
be used to cover a complex design space efficiently. By using a 
modified D-optimal design, a seven-factor design was created 
that ensured estimability for all critical two-way interaction 
effects using only a fraction of the runs that would have been 
required by a full factorial design. 
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Improvements in test design have also shown benefits for 
penetration testing on helmets. Traditional approaches are 
optimized exclusively around estimating the velocity at which 
a projectile has a 50 percent chance of penetration. Alternatives 
allow for efficient estimation of the full curve, which is more 
useful to decision makers.   

C.  Data Analysis 
 Statistical techniques also play a crucial role in data 

analysis. The Q-53 counterfire radar is a complex system; thus 
the probability of detecting incoming projectiles, and the 
accuracy with which the points of origin of these projectiles 
can be estimated, depend on a variety of factors. Regression 
allows us to identify differences in performance across this 
factor space and quantify the impact each factor has on 
operations.  

The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) has four core mission 
systems upon which it relies during deployment. These systems 
work in series, and it is important to account for all of them 
when assessing overall ship reliability. Since each system 
functions differently (the Gun System is an on-demand system, 
while the communications system must be operating 
continuously, for example), estimating overall reliability can be 
challenging. Using Bayesian methods, this process is greatly 
simplified. 

D.  Conclusion 
Statistical approaches improve operational test planning 

and analysis. These techniques are used across many 
disciplines, and allow analysts to provide the warfighter with 
the most complete, most accurate information possible.  
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Operat ional test ing provides assessments of systems in 
realist ic combat  condit ions

Testing should be re a lis t ic and  ob je c t ive and  put 
re pre se ntative  warfighte rs  in op e ra t iona l sce narios

Provide  ob je c tive  inform ation on c a p a b ilit ie s and  
lim it a t ions be fore  a  syste m  is  use d  in com bat

Ensure  te sting  is  a d e q u a t e to support re porting  
ob je c tive s
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Test Planning :  De s ig n  o f Exp e rim e n t s  (DOE)
» Ade quate  cove rage  of the  op e ra tiona l e nve lop e
» How m uch te sting  is  e nough 
» Analytical basis  for asse ssing  te s t ad e q uacy

Data  Analysis: St a t is t ic a l Ana lys is  Me t hod s
– Maxim ize inform ation gaine d  from  te st data
– Incorporate  a ll re le vant inform a tion in analyse s
– Ensure  conclusions are  ob je c tive  and  rob ust

» Re gre ssion Analysis
» Hypothe sis  Te sting
» Confide nce  Inte rvals

Stat ist ical techniques should play an important  role in 
operat ional test  planning and analysis
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Efficient ly cover the design space to opt imize the  F-35 
Joint Strike Fighter Mission Data File Scan Schedule
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Maxim ize Accuracy and 
Timeliness
Minimize Non-detections

Complex operational space

Rob ust p a ram e te r d e s ig n for the  
scan sche dule  se ttings

Op tim a l d e s ig ns  to span the  
com ple x e m itte r/ sce nario space



Planning the Init ial Operat ional Test  & Evaluat ion 
(IOT&E) Planning for the F-35 Joint  St rike Fighter
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Defensible, efficient methodology 
for cove ring  the  op e ra tiona l 
sp ace  and  com p arison te s ting



Design tests with the goal of est imat ing the full 
probability of penetrat ion curve
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Ballistic limit tests often 
only quantify a V50 point 
e stim ate

Te sts  should  charac te rize  
the  e n t ire re sponse  
curve  and  p re c ision 



Performance of the Q-53 Counterfire Radar depends 
on many factors
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Detects incoming threat 
projectiles to warn 
friendly troops

Locates origin of 
projectiles for 
counterfire



Data from operat ional test ing is rarely dist ributed 
opt imally for inference
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Modern analyt ical techniques allow us to characterize 
system performance across a complex bat t le space
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Freedom Variant

Independence Variant

Core Mission 
Syste m s

Thre shold  Re liab ility
Probab ility = 0 .80

(30-day m ission no 
fa ilure s)

Com puting  Environm e nt (Ne tworks)

Se nsors

Com m unications Syste m s

Gun Syste m

Continuous Use On Demand

The Lit toral Combat  Ship relies an numerous systems 
working in series
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No universally 
acce p tab le  

c lassical approach 
for com bining  

data , e stim ating  
unce rta inty

??

Im possib le  to e stim ate  
with c lassical m e thods 

if ze ro failure s  
obse rve d

Stat ist ical methods allow us to generate point  
est imates and quant ify uncertainty
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Better Science, Bet ter Test ing, Bet ter 
Informat ion

Make Operational Testing More Scientific
– Best practices used across many disciplines
– Conclusions more defensible
– More certain of results
– Test as much as necessary but not more

Provide the best information possible
– Informing the Warfighter
– DOT&E Annual Report
– Beyond Low Rate Initial Production Report
– Congressional Testimony
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